Eurosash SPECIFICATION
Eurosash, this authentic sash window retains the charm of a past era, the design of the window is truly
amazing in its appearance and performance. Eurosash windows use advanced technology which works
in harmony with traditional design to provide an authentic looking window with all the benefits from
high performance modern materials.
Thermal properties are enhanced through the use of 24mm ‘Low-E’ argon gas filled double glazed
units, coupled with thermally efficient warm edge spacer bars. Weathering performance is increased
by the use of double pile seals and our unique eurosashsealingsystem.

Don't just think sash, think

eurosash

i

Every eurosash is fully certified with the BFRC— window energy rating class ‘C’

i

Eurosash B is an upgrade to a fully certified energy rated window, class ‘B’

i

Eurosash A is an upgrade to a fully certified energy rated window, class ‘A’

i

Eurosash SECURE is an upgrade to a security window which has passed the latest
test — BS7950 revision 3 2007 for ‘Enhanced Security’

i

Woolpile infill strip to greatly enhance appearance

i

Factory glazed with ‘Low-E’ 1.1 U-Value argon gas filled double glazing with black
Swiss ‘V’ warm edge spacer bar

i

Exclusive eurosashsealing system in every window to ensure air tightness

i

Decorative horns for an authentic look

i

Gold furniture suite — all fully colour matched

i

All sash balances are secured by a unique balance retaining clip

i

Fully integrated fly screen option which is concealed within the frame

i

Ovolo design on outer frame, cill, sashes and beads

i

Tilting inward sashes with tilt restrictors for easy cleaning

i

The top crash stops are profiled (not mitred) for strength

i

Made by specialists who solely manufacture PVC-U sliding sash and only on the
latest precision machinery

i

Available in 8 off the shelf colours - standard white, white grained, cream grained,
black grained, black grained on white, light oak, light oak on white and rosewood

